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Virtual Machine of Language

• Virtual machine defined by language

• Machine language is set of instructions 
supported by language

• Layers of VM’s
- bare Intel Chip ⇒ Mac OS ⇒ Java ⇒ Application

• Describe language by VM it defines

VM of Language

• Problems:
- Different implementors may have different 

conceptions of virtual machine

- Different computers may provide different facilities 
and operations

- Implementors may make different choices as to how 
to simulate elements of virtual computer

• May lead to different semantics, even on same 
computer.

VM Problems

• How ensure different implementations give 
same semantics?

• Sometimes VM’s are explicit
- Pascal P-code & P-machine

- Modula-2 M-code

- Java VM & JVML

More Detail: Interpreters

• Simulate virtual machine:
REPEAT

   Get next statement

   Determine action(s) to be executed

   Call routine to perform action

UNTIL done 

More Detail: Compiler

• Translate from one VM to another
- Translate all units of program into object code

- Link into single relocatable machine code

- Load into memory

- Begin execution



Compiler vs Interpreter

Compiler Interpreter

Only translate each statement once Translate only if executed.

Speed of execution
Error messages tied to source.
More supportive environment.

No longer as true

Only object code in memory when 
executing.  May take more space 

because of expansion

Must have interpreter in memory 
while executing (though source may 

be more compact)

Lack of Purity

• Rarely pure compiler or interpreter
- Typically compile source into form easier to interpret. 

- Ex. Remove white space & comments, build symbol 
table, or parse each line and store in more compact 
form (e.g. tree)

• Java originally hybrid
- Compile into JVML and then interpreted

- Now compile to JVML & use just-in-time compiler 
on JVML

Compiler Structure

• Analysis:
- Break into lexical items, build parse tree, annotate 

parse tree (e.g. via type checking)

• Synthesis:
- generate simple intermediate code, optimization 
(look at instructions in context), code generation, 
linking and loading.

Symbol Table

• Symbol table: 
- Contains all id names, 

- kind of id (vble, array name, proc name, formal 
parameter), 

- type of value, 

- where visible, etc. 
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Portable Compilers

• Separate front and back-ends that share same 
intermediate code (GNU compilers)
- Write single front end for each language

- Write single back end for each operating system - 
architecture combination.

- Mix and match to build complete compilers

Formal Syntax

Formal Syntax

• Syntax:
- Readable, writable, easy to translate, unambiguous, ... 

• Formal Grammars: 
- Backus & Naur, Chomsky 

- First used in ALGOL 60 Report - formal description 

- Generative description of language. 

• Language is set of strings. (E.g. all legal 
ALGOL 60 programs) 

Example
<exp>     ⇒  <term> | <exp> <addop> <term>

<term>    ⇒  <factor> | <term> <multop> <factor>

<factor>  ⇒  <id> | <literal> | (<exp>)        

<id>      ⇒  a | b | c | d        

<literal> ⇒  <digit> | <digit> <literal>        

<digit>   ⇒  0 | 1 | 2 | ... | 9        

<addop>   ⇒  + | - | or        

<multop>  ⇒  * | / | div | mod | and 

Extended BNF

• Extended BNF handy: 
- item enclosed in square brackets is optional 

• <conditional> ⇒ if <expression> then <statement> 
                                                      [ else <statement> ] 

- item enclosed in curly brackets means zero or more 
occurrences 
• <literal> ⇒ <digit> { <digit> } 

Syntax Diagrams

• Syntax diagrams - alternative to BNF. 
- Syntax diagrams are never recursive, use "loops" 

instead. 



Ambiguity
<statement> ⇒ <unconditional> | <conditional>

 <unconditional> ⇒ <assignment> | <for loop> | 
                               "{" { <statement> } "}"

 <conditional> ⇒ if (<expression>) <statement> |
                  if (<expression>)  <statement> 
                                else <statement>

• How do you parse: 
   
  if (exp1)
      if (exp2)
         stat1;
    else
        stat2;

Resolving Ambiguity

• Pascal, C, C++, and Java rule: 
- else attached to nearest then.

- to get other form, use { ... }

• Modula-2 and Algol 68
- No “{“, only “}” (except write as “end”)

• Not a problem in LISP/ML/Haskell 
conditional expressions

• Ambiguity in general is undecidable

Chomsky Hierarchy

• Chomsky developed mathematical theory of 
programming languages: 
- type 0: recursively enumerable 

- type 1: context-sensitive 

- type 2: context-free 

- type 3: regular 

• BNF = context-free, recognized by pda

Beyond Context-Free

• Not all aspects of PL’s are context-free
- Declare before use, goto target exist

• Formal description of syntax allows: 
- programmer to generate syntactically correct 

programs 

- parser to recognize syntactically correct programs 

• Parser-generators: LEX, YACC, ANTLR, etc.
- formal spec of syntax allows automatic creation of 

recognizers


